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Suppose an unknown isotonic function f , defined on the unit cube in m-dimen-
sional space Rm, is represented only by a data sequence contaminated by noise.
Assuming independence and bounds on the first and second absolute central
moments of the errors, we show that every estimator of f based on discrete
isotonic L approximation of the data is strongly consistent. Q 1999 Academic Press1
The present work explores an application of the theory of L approxi-1
mation to a problem in statistical estimation. It is offered in the hopes that
general readers will find it mathematically interesting, that approximation
theorists will see a new development in the study of L approximation, and1
that statisticians will find a novel approach to isotonic median estimation.
Except for the citation of some classical results, our presentation is
completely self-contained. Though the study originated solely in the desire
to extend the purview of approximation theory, we have made an attempt
to relate our finished product to a result from the statistics literature. This
attempt will be described in our concluding remarks.
Let R and N denote, respectively, the real and natural numbers. We
w xm mwish to recover an isotonic function f which is defined on 0, 1 ; R but
known only by noise-contaminated data
y s f x q z : i s 1, 2, . . . , 4Ž .i i i
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where each z is a value of a random variable. The method we willi
investigate allows the choice, for each n, of any isotonic function gn
 4 Ž . Žwhich, when restricted to x , . . . , x , is a best l n least absolute1 n 1
.  4deviations approximation to the n-tuple y , . . . , y . Under certain as-1 n
sumptions on the distributions of the noises, we will prove that every such
 4sequence g converges to f pointwise almost everywhere almost surely;n
Ž .i.e., the l n estimator is strongly consistent. We begin with a detailed1
description of the context in which we are working.
 4Suppose Z : i g N is an independent sequence of random variables,i
each with finite variance, such that for every i g N the distribution
function F of Z is continuous and strictly increasing and has mediani i
zero. Suppose further that the first and second absolute central moments
satisfy the conditions
n1
< <sup E Z - ‘ ²Ž .Ý inngN is1
and
‘ < <Var Zi
- ‘, ³Ž .Ý 2iis1
where ``E'' and ``Var'' denote, respectively, expectation and variance. Note
that the last two conditions are trivially satisfied if the random variables
 4Z : i g N are identically distributed. Another example of the use of thei
last two conditions is in the context where Z is normally distributed withi
mean zero and variance s 2. In this context, where the noise is calledi
``white noise'' by some statisticians, the two conditions are satisfied if the
 4set s : i g N is bounded.i
We now describe the probability space in which are observation se-
quences live, and the full-measure set of sequences with which we will
w xmwork. Let V [ 0, 1 and let m denote m-dimensional Lebesgue measure
on V. For each i g N let r be the natural Lebesgue]Stieltjes measure oni
R associated with F . For each i g N, let V s V and R s R, and leti i i
Ł [ Ł‘ V = R . For each i g N, let F consist of all sets of the formis1 i i i
A = B, where A is a m-measurable subset of V and B is a r -measurablei
subset of R. If A = B g F for 1 F i F k, leti i i
k k
P A = B [ m A r B .Ž . Ž .Ł Łk i i i i iž /is1 is1
‘ w xLet F [ Ł F . By Theorem 2.72 in 1 , there is a unique probabilityis1 i
measure P on F such that, for every k g N, P agrees with P onk
k-dimensional cylinders. This completes the description of our probability
space.
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Ž .4‘  4Given x , r g Ł, let X [ x , . . . , x , for n g N, and let X be thei i 1 n 1 n
 4 Ž Ž . .sequence x : i g N . Without loss of generality since m › V s 0 , wei
assume X ; V( , the interior of V. If H is a finite subset of V, we denote
< <the number of elements of the set H by H . We say that the sequence
 4x , . . . , x , . . . is ergodic if for every m-measurable subset U of V1 n
y1 < <n X l U “ m U .Ž .n
 4‘The ergodic theorem implies that x is ergodic for P-almost everyi 1
Ž .4‘x , r in Ł. In particular, ergodicity is satisfied by deterministic designsi i 1
Ž .e.g., if each X is a complete set of dyadic rational points in V as well asn
the case where the observational points are random, independent, and
uniformly distributed.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .If x s x 1 , . . . , x m , y s y 1 , . . . , y m , and x i F y i , i s 1, . . . , m,
Ž . Ž .we write x F y. The relation F is a partial order on V. If x i - y i for
w xeach i, we write x - y. If a, b g V and a F b, let a, b denote the closed
 4 Ž .  4interval x : a F x F b and a, b the open interval x : a - x - b , with
w . Ž x  4  4a, b and a, b corresponding to x : a F x - b and x : a - x F b , respec-
5 5 mtively. Let ? denote the Euclidean norm on R . For x g V and d ) 0,2
Ž .  5 5 4 Ž .let B x, d [ y g V : y y x - d , the open relative ball with center x2
and radius d , and let V have the associated topology. If A ; V and
(Ž .d ) 0, let A [ D B x, d , the d-neighborhood of A; let A and Ad x g A
denote, respectively, the interior and the closure of A; and let › A [
(A _ A denote the boundary of A. We define the lower boundary of A by
› A [ x g A : 0, x l A s B .. 4
The next lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions and
Fubini's theorem.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. If V is a closed subset of V, then lim m V s m V . Ifd “ 0 d
Ž .U ; V, then m ›U s 0.
The following lemma is a consequence of ergodicity and Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. Assume X is an ergodic sequence. Let U be a subset of V
Ž . Ž .such that m U ) 0. Suppose T ; V is closed, m T s 0, and b ) 0. Then
there exist d ) 0 and N g N such that if n G N, then
< < < <X l T - b X l U .n d n
An extended real-valued function g on V is said to be isotonic
Ž . Ž .if g x F g y whenever x F y. If g is isotonic and x g V, we define the
Ž .  Ž . 4left and right limits of g at x as follows: g xy [ sup g y : y - x and
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .g xq [ inf g y : x - y . We denote the vector 1, . . . , 1 by 1 and for any
number r, r [ r1. We say an isotonic function g is right continuous if
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Ž . Ž . Ž .g x s g xq for every x g V with x, 1 / B. Let K consist of all right-
continuous isotonic extended real-valued functions on V. By Theorem 1.1
w xin 3 , every isotonic function on V is continuous m-almost everywhere.
For any isotonic function h, we may define a corresponding function
Ž . Ž .g g K by g x s h x q . Thus, every isotonic function is m-equivalent to a
function in K.
Ž .If g g K, let C g denote the set of all points of continuity of g. Let
 ( Ž . 4Q [ x g V : x i is rational for 1 F i F m . The following result, related
to Helly's selection principle, is easily proven using the method of Section
w x8.4 in 4 .
(  4LEMMA 3. Suppose E is an at most countable subset of V , h ; K,n
 4and, for e¤ery k G 3, the sequence h is uniformly bounded on the closedn
wŽ . Ž . xinter¤al 1rk 1, 1 y 1rk 1 . Then there is an h g K and a subsequence
 4  4 Ž .h of h such that for e¤ery x in C h j En nj
lim h x s h x .Ž . Ž .n jj“‘
For the sequel, we will restrict ourselves to the full-measure set, E ; Ł,
of sequences where X is ergodic. To make explicit that we wish to think of
Ž .4random errors in measurements, we will write E as E [ x , z g Ł :i i
4 Ž .4X is ergodic and z is a value of Z . Given a sequence e s x , z g E ,i i i i
 4let e [ z , z , . . . , and define f : X “ R by the rule1 2 e
f x s f x q z .Ž . Ž .e i i i
Ž .For each n g N, define a seminorm on L V as follows. If h: V “ R,1
let
1
5 5 < <h [ h x .Ž .Ý1, n n xgXn
For each n g N, let K consist of all functions in K which are constant onn
Ž . Ž .every interval of the form c, d such that c, d g X and c, d l X s Bn n
Ž .i.e., the functions in K are m-dimensional step functions . For eachn
Ž . 5 5n g N, let G [ G e consist of all ? -best approximations of f from1, nn n e
ŽK . For each n, choose g g G . As a closed, finite-dimensional convexn n n
Ž . Ž .subset of L V , K is proximinal; i.e., for each point h of L V there1 n 1
exists an element of K at a minimum distance from h. See, for example,n
w x .Corollary 1.3 in 5 .
Ž . Ž .For r g 0, 1r2 , let I denote the interval r, r , where r [ 1 y r. TheÃ Ãr
following result says that G is almost surely uniformly bounded on I .n r
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Ž .LEMMA 4. For P-almost e¤ery e g E and for e¤ery r g 0, 1r2 , there
Ž . Ž .exist M s M e , r and N s N e , r such that, if n G N, g g G , and x g I ,n r
< Ž . <then g x F M.
Proof. Since 0 g K ,n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5g y f F g y f F 0 y f .1, n 1, n 1, n 1, ne e e
Thus,
1
5 5 5 5 5 5 < <g F 2 f F 2 f q z .Ý1, n 1, n 1, ne in x gXi n
By the assumptions in the third paragraph of this paper, we may apply the
Ž w x.Kolmogorov strong law of large numbers see 7.2.2 in 1 to conclude that
there is a real number n such that
1
< <sup z F n )Ž .Ý inngN x gXi n
Ž .for P-almost every e g E. Let E ; E consist of all e for which ) holds.1
5 5Let t [ f . If e is in the full-measure set E , then there exists N g N1, n 1 1
5 5 Ž .such that, for n G N , g F 2 t q n . Since X is ergodic, there exists1, n1
y1 < r < r Ž .N G N such that, for n G N , n X - lr2, where X [ X l r,1Ã2 1 2 n n n
wŽ .x y1Ž . Ž .and l [ m r, 1 . Let M [ 6l t q n . If n G N and g r ) M, thenÃ Ã2
1 1
r5 5 < < < <g G g x ) X M G 3 t q n ,Ž . Ž .Ý1, n nn nrxgXn
Ž .a contradiction. A similar contradiction can be derived if g r - yM. This
concludes the proof of Lemma 4.
Let E s X j Q. Since the bound in Lemma 4 depends only on r and e ,
Lemmas 3 and 4 imply the following result.
LEMMA 5. For e¤ery e g E , if g g G for e¤ery n g N, then there is a1 n n
 4  4 Ž . Ž .g g K and a subsequence g of g such that g x “ g x for e¤eryn n ni i
Ž .x g C g j E.
A set A ; V is called an upper set if x g A, y g V, and x F y implies
that y g A. Given g g K and a g V, we call a set S ; V a g -restricteda
 Ž . Ž .4upper set if there is a b g V such that a F b and S s x : g x G g a l
w x0, b . In this case, we refer to b as the upper corner of S. We will use the
following facts related to a g -restricted upper set. We say that a functiona
h g K rises at the lower boundary of a set T if, for every x g › T and
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w . Ž . Ž .y g 0, x , it is the case that h y - h x . Notice that if U is a g -restricteda
upper set, since g is nondecreasing, g necessarily rises at ›U. We say that
a function h g K jumps at the lower boundary of a set T if, for every
Ž . Ž . Žx g › T , h x y - h x . Obviously, these definitions do not apply in
. Ž .  w xthe case that 0 g › T. If h g K and x g V, let L h, x [ y g 0, x :
Ž . Ž .4h y s h x . If T ; V and g g G , we define the g -left-extended set,n n n
Ž . Ž .L g , T [ D L g , x . Because g is an isotonic step function, then x g T n n
Ž . Ž .definition of L g , T implies that g jumps at › L g , T .n n n
LEMMA 6. Suppose g g G for each n g N, g “ g on Q, and let d ben n n
a positi¤e number. Let S be a g -restricted upper set with nonempty interiora
Ž .and upper corner b, such that 0 f ›S, b g Q, and b i - 1, i s 1, . . . , m.
Then there is an N g N such that, for n G N,
› L g , S _ ›S ; ›S .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .dr2n d
Proof. For each of notation, we rename the set ›S as T. Since S has
Ž x 4nonempty interior, T l Q l S / B. Also, w, 1 : w g T l Q l S is and d
w . 4open cover of the compact set S _ T and 0, w : w g T l Q l S is and d
w xopen cover of the compact set D 0, x . After restricting finite covers tox g T
w x0, b , we may pick
 4G [ w : i s 1, . . . , t ; T l Q l SŽ .i d
such that
w x w xS _ w, 1 ; T and 0, x ; 0, w .ŽD D Dd
wgG xgT wgG
w . Ž . 4 w x Ž .Similarly, 0, y : y g T l Q _ S covers the compact set 0, b _ S j Td d
Ž x Ž . 4and y, 1 : y g T l Q _ S is an open cover of the compact setd
w xD x, b , so we may pickx g T
 4D [ y : i s 1, . . . , s ; T l Q _ SŽ .i d
such that
w x w x0, x _ 0, y ; T and S ; y, 1 .ŽD D Ddž / /
xgT ygD ygD
Let
j [ g a y max g y .Ž . Ž .
ygD
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Since g rises at T and S is a g -restricted upper set, j ) 0. Since g “ ga n
on G j D, there exists an N g N such that1
g w ) g a y jr2Ž . Ž .n i
for all w g G whenever n G N , implyingi 1
g x ) g a y jr2Ž . Ž .n
w xwhenever x g D w, 1 . Also, there exists an N G N such thatw g G 1
g y - max g y q jr2 s g a y jr2Ž . Ž . Ž .n i
ygD
for all y g D whenever n G N, implyingi
g x - g a y jr2Ž . Ž .n
w xwhenever x g D 0, y . Thus, for every n G N, there is a set L ; V aty g D n
w xwhose lower boundary g jumps. Further, L is ``between'' D w, 1n n w g G
w xand D 0, y in the sense that if x g L , there is a w g G and a y g Dy g D N
such that y - x - w. This necessarily implies that the lower boundary of
Ž .the g -left-extended set L g , S _ T is completely contained withinN N d r2
the d-neighborhood T , thus establishing Lemma 6.d
Lemmas 1, 2, and 6 show it is possible to ensure that g jumps at an
lower boundary which is a subset of an arbitrarily small d-neighborhood of
Žthe lower boundary of a given g -restricted upper set which satisfies thea
.hypotheses of Lemma 6 .
For 0 - p - 1, the pth quantile of the distribution function F is defined
Ã Ž . 4as j [ inf r : F r G p . The pth sample quantile j is the pth quantilep p, n
Ž .of the sample distribution function F , where F r gives the relativen n
 4frequency of the event R F r in a set of n observations. The following
w xresult, an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3.1 in 8 , says that the pth
sample quantile is a strongly consistent estimator for the corresponding
quantile of F.
wp1ÃLEMMA 7. If 0 - p - 1 then j “ j .p, n p
w xLet I consist of all intervals of the form c, d , where c, d g E. Since E
is countable, so is I. For each k g N, let r [ 2y1 q ky1 and, for k G 3,k
let p be the r th quantile of F. Given A ; V, e g E , and k, n g N,k k
Ž .  4let q e, A, k, n be the r th sample quantile of z : x g X l A . By Lem-k i i n
Ž .ma 7, for each I g I and k g N, there is a set D I, k ; E such that
Ž Ž .. Ž .P D I, k s 1 and, for every e g D I, k ,




E [ D I , kŽ .F2
kgN
IgI
Ž .and let E [ E l E . Then P E s 1.3 1 2 3
We are now ready to state our principal result, which says that our L1
estimation process is strongly consistent. The outline of the proof is as
follows. We know that a subsequence of the estimating functions gn
converges to some function g. If this subsequence does not converge to f
then there is a nontrivial set U where g differs from f. We alter g on ann
Ã U 5 5extended set U to obtain a function g which is closer to f in the ? 1, nn e
Ãseminorm than is g , an impossibility. We need to extend U to U in ordern
to have gU take its ``jumps'' in the right place, so that gU is in K . At then n n
same time, because the L calculation always determines a median, we1
need to control the sample quantiles in such a way as to be sure that gU is,n
in fact, an alteration towards f . The simultaneous demonstration ofe
properly extending U and altering g is the heart of the proof. If A ; V,n
let Ac [ V _ A, the relative complement of A.
Ž .THEOREM 8. For P-almost e¤ery e , if g g G e for each n g N, thenn n
g “ f almost e¤erywhere.n
Proof. We will show that the conclusion is true for every e g E .3
Suppose, for contradiction, that there is an e g E , that g is a function in3 n
Ž .G e for each n g N, and that there is a subset of V of positive measuren
w xon which g does not converge to f. By Theorem 1.1 in 3 , f is continuousn
Ž .m-a.e., so there is a point x where f is continuous and such that g x0 n 0
Ž .does not converge to f x . By Lemma 5, there is an isotonic function0
 4 Ž  4.g g K and a subsequence of g which we relabel as g such thatn n
Ž .g “ g, m-a.e. We also assume g “ g on X j Q. Since g differs from fn n
at a point where f is continuous, and both functions are isotonic, necessar-
ily either g - f or g ) f on some open set.
Suppose that g ) f on some open set. Contained in this set is an
w x Ž .interval a, b , with nonempty interior, such that a g X , b g Q, b i - 1
Ž . Ž .for every i, and g a ) f b . Let S be the g -restricted upper set witha
w x w Ž . Ž .4upper corner b, i.e., S [ 0, b l x : g x G g a , and let T [ ›S. Then
Ž .m S ) 0, and g rises at T.
By Lemmas 1 and 2, there is a d ) 0 and an N g N such that, for1
n G N ,1
1
< < < <X l T - X l S .n d n6k
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Ž .If 0 f T , for each n g N define A [ L g , S _ T . Since S _ T / Bn n d r2 d
and S _ T ; A , it is the case that A / B. Then, by Lemma 6, there isdr2 n n
an N G N such that, for n G N , it must be that › A ; T . So, for2 1 2 n d
Ž .n G N , A ; S j T and2 n d
1
< < < <X l A l T - X l S . 1Ž .n n d n6k
w x ŽŽ . Ž .. 4Let I 9 [ x, y : x, y g X j Q l S _ T , x F y - b . Since S _ Td d
 4is the closure of D I : I g I 9 , there exists an N G N and a finite subset3 2
 4 sI , . . . , I of I 9 such that the set S [ D I is a subset of S _ T and,1 s 0 js1 j d
for every n G N ,3
1
< <X l S _ T _ S - X l S . 2Ž . Ž .n d 0 n 06k
Ž .Since S ; S _ T ,0 d
c c< <X l S s X l S l S l T j X l S l S j TŽ .Ž .n n 0 d n 0 d
1
< < < <F X l S q X l Sn 0 n 06k
< <- 2 X l S .n 0
Ž .So from 2 it follows that
< < < <X l S - 2 X l S 3Ž .n n 0
for every n G N .3
Ã Ãw x w xLet b g X be chosen so that y g 0, b for every I s x , y in S . Letj j j j 0
U Ãw xA [ A l 0, b . Since g “ g, m-a.e., and g and g are right continuous,n n n n
there exists N G N such that, for all n G N ,4 3 4
Ãg [ min g x y g a q f b r2 ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
xgT
Since r “ 2y1 and F is strictly increasing, lim p s p s 0; so wek k “‘ k 0.5
may choose k g N so that
Ã Ãh [ g a q f b r2 y f b q p ) 0. 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . k
For each n g N, let
z [ min g x y g x y 4Ž . Ž .n n nUxg› An
be the minimum jump in g at › AU.n n
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Ž . Ž . Ž . < U < < <Making use of 1 , 2 , and 3 , since X l A F X l A we haven n n n
< U < < U c <X l A _ S s X l A l SŽ .n n 0 n n 0
< U c c <F X l A l S l S l TŽ .n n 0 d
cU c c< <q X l A l S l S l TŽ .n n 0 d
< <F X l S _ T _ SŽ .n d 0
< U c c <q X l A l S l S j TŽ .n n 0 d
< <s X l S _ T _ SŽ .n d 0
U c c c< <q X l A l S l S j S l TŽ . Ž .n n 0 0 d
1 1
< < < <- X l S q X l Sn 0 n6k 6k
1 1
< <- q X l Sn 0ž /6k 3k
1
< <s X l S .n 02k
So we see that, for every n G N ,4
1
U< < < <X l A _ S - X l S . 5Ž . Ž .n n 0 n 02k
< U < < U < < U c < Ž .Since X l A F X l A l S q X l A l S , 5 implies that, forn n n n 0 n n 0
n G N ,4
1
U< < < <X l A - 1 q X l S . 6Ž .n n n 0ž /2k
Since e g E , there exists N G N such that, for all n G N ,2 5 4 5
< <q e, S , k , n y p - h . 7Ž . Ž .0 k
For each such n, define gU byn
g x y y , x g AU ,Ž .n n nUg x [Ž .n ½ g x , otherwise,Ž .n
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 4where y [ min z , g . Then, by the definition of z and g , it must ben n n n n
U Ž . Ž .that g g K . By 4 and 7 ,n n
q e, S , k , n - h q pŽ .0 k
Ã Ã- g a q f b r2 y f b q p q pŽ . Ž . Ž . k k
Ãs g a y f b r2;Ž . Ž .
so
Ã Ãf b q q e, S , k , n - g a q f b r2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0
and thus
Ã Ãf b q q e, S , k , n q g - g a q f b r2 q g s min g x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 n n n
xgT
If z ) g then y s g . If z F g , then y s z andn n n n n n n n
Ãf b q q e, S , k , n q z - min g x .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 n n
xgT
In either case,
Ãmin g x ) f b q q e, S , k , n q y ;Ž . Ž .Ž .n 0 n
xgT
Ž . Ž .so for every x g S , with g x G min g x ,0 n x g T
U Ãg x ) f b q q e, S , k , n G f x q q e, S , k , n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 0 0
Ž . UThus, by the definition of q e, S , k, n and r , g is closer to f than is g0 k n e n
Ž y1 yl. < < Ž . Uat a minimum of 2 q k X l S points. By 5 , g is possibly furthern 0 n
Ž .y1 < < Ufrom f than is g at fewer than 2k X l S points. Thus g is closere n n 0 n
to f than is g at more points thane n
1 1 1 1 1
U< < < < < <q X l S ) q X l S ) X l A ,n 0 n 0 n nž / ž /2 2k 2 4k 2
Ž . Uwhere the last inequality follows from 6 . But since g differs from gn n
U U 5 5only on A , this implies that g is strictly ? -closer to f than is g , a1, nn n e n
Ž .contradiction to the definition of G .n
U w xIf 0 g T , define g as above, letting A [ 0, b for every n andn n
Ãy s y [ g 0 y g 0 q f b r2.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Then the conclusion of the previous paragraph holds in this case also.
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Now suppose, on the other hand, that g - f on some open set. For h:
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V “ R, define h: V “ R by h y [ yh 1 y y . Then g 1 y x ) f 1 y x ,Ã
Ã Ž .f is continuous at 1 y x , and each of g, g , n g N, is isotonic, henceÃ Ãn
equivalent to a right-continuous isotonic function. Using the right-continu-
ous equivalents, we may repeat the entire argument as above.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 8.
If we know that f is bounded on V, then we do not need the
Ž . Ž .assumptions ² and ³ in the third paragraph above, and Lemma 4 is
trivial. In this case, G is uniformly bounded on V and Theorem 8,n
together with the dominated convergence theorem, implies the L conver-1
gence of g to f.n
Ž .m  4If f is continuous on 0, 1 , then, because each g is isotonic, if g isn n
in the full-measure set of sequences which converge almost everywhere
Ž .mto f , then g converges to f everywhere on 0, 1 .n
5 5What is essential in the description of g is that it is a best ? 1, nn
approximation to f from the set of isotonic functions. For expositorye
convenience we have chosen to have each g be a step function. None ofn
the arguments in the present paper requires this of g ; so each g couldn n
be, for example, continuous. The construction of a continuous isotonic best
5 5? approximation to f is straightforward, involving the solution of a1, n e
system of linear equations.
Pursuant to the referee's request, we conclude with a detailed discussion
of some of the parallels between Theorem 8 and an application of a paper
w xby Robertson and Wright 7 . We will preface assumptions and procedures
w xfor estimating the isotonic function f in 7 by symbols of the form A, and
related assumptions and procedures of the present paper by symbols of the
form A9.
A. The procedure for calculating g is as follows. Let L consist ofn
all ``upper layers'' of V, i.e., L g L if and only if x F y and x g L imply
 4  4that y g L. Given real numbers r , . . . , r , let M r , . . . , r be a median1 k 1 k
 4  4of r , . . . , r . Given x g x , . . . , x , let1 k 1 k
 4g x [ max min M y : i F n , x g L _ L9 .Ž .n i
xgL xgL9
5 5Note that each such g is a ? -best approximation of f from K .1, nn e n
5 5A9. Let g be any ? -best approximation of f from K . An1, nn e n
w xexample of a g which would be acceptable here but not in 7 is asn
 4  4follows. Let m [ 1, n [ 4, X [ 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 , and y , y , y , y [4 1 2 3 4
 41, 0, 2, 1 , and let g be identically 1. No matter which median selector M4
is chosen in A, this g will not be the result of the calculation.4
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B. Assume f is continuous and isotonic.
B9. Assume only that f is isotonic.
C. Assume that the error distributions F are independent and thatj
for every e ) 0 there exists a g ) 0 such that
1inf F f x q e y G gŽ .Ž .j j 2
j
and
1 y sup F f x y e G g .Ž .Ž .j j2
j
C9. Assume the conditions of the third paragraph of this paper, or
Ž . Ž .  4replace ² and ³ by the assumption that the sequence Z is identicallyi
Ž . Ž .distributed, or replace ² and ³ by the assumption that f is a bounded
function.
w xThe median-estimation conclusion in 7 is found in Corollary 2.9 in that
paper, and is the same as the conclusion of Theorem 8 above, given the
assumption that f is continuous.
We do not claim that our result is an extension or improvement of that
w xin 7 . However, our approach is different and there are certain trade-offs
w xbetween our setting and that in 7 . For example, in return for our stronger
Ž .distribution assumptions in the third paragraph of this paper , we are able
Ž .to treat all isotonic functions not just those which are continuous and our
consistency result holds for all L -approximation estimators. When it is1
also the case that f is bounded, our distribution assumptions are not
w xsignificantly stronger than those in 7 and we obtain even more than
strong consistency: g converges to f in L .n 1
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